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Polynomial Approximation

of Divergence-Free Functions

By Giovanni Sacchi Landriani and Hervé Vandeven

Abstract. We study the best approximation of a divergence-free function by a diver-

gence-free algebraic or trigonometric polynomial and we prove an optimal estimate. In

a particular case we give also an optimal result for the polynomial approximation of a

function and its divergence.

1. Introduction. In this paper we study the problem of the approximation of

a divergence-free function by divergence-free polynomials. This problem is closely

related to the analysis of the convergence of spectral methods for the incompressible

Navier-Stokes equations in a cube with appropriate boundary conditions: Dirichlet

in all the directions, or Dirichlet in one direction and periodic in the others. In these

methods the discrete solution is an algebraic (or a trigonometric) polynomial which

satisfies a discrete continuity equation. The convergence proofs are essentially based

on the fact that the distance between the exact solution and the discrete solution

(approximation error) is related to the distance between the exact solution and the

space of divergence-free polynomials (projection error). This distance is in general

associated with the H'-norm (see, e.g., [8]), but also with the H2-norm, typically

when tau-methods are considered (see, e.g., [11], [24]). Recently, C. Bernardi, C.

Canuto and Y. Maday [5] have analyzed an approximation of the Stokes equations

involving Chebyshev polynomials; the approximation then involves weighted norms.

For these reasons it appears useful to prove optimal convergence estimates in

weighted norms for the projection error onto the space of divergence-free polyno-

mials. Some results of this type were proven in [5] and [25] for weighted norms in

a two-dimensional domain, in [8] for unweighted norms in a two-dimensional do-

main, and in [7] for unweighted norms in a two- or three-dimensional domain for a

particular set of boundary conditions.

Some approximation results in Sobolev spaces for orthogonal polynomials can be

found in [3], [6], [10], [14], [17], [18], [20], [22]; we shall use this kind of results for

the analysis of the projection operator on the space of divergence-free polynomials.

An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define some projection

operators on the space of divergence-free functions which are polynomial only with

respect to one variable. These operators are useful in studying the best approx-

imation of a divergence-free function by divergence-free polynomials. In the case

of unweighted norms, we also define a projection operator such that, given a func-

tion u, the divergence of this projection of u is related to the H1-projection of the

divergence of u.  This result can be useful in the analysis of problems where the
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divergence of the solution is a given function not identically zero. In Section 3 we

consider the case of a function which is periodic in some directions, both for Carte-

sian and cylindrical coordinates. We present results also for these cases. These

results can be used in the analysis of the methods presented in [13], [16], [21]. In

Section 4 we provide an application of the preceding results; we analyze a spectral

approximation of the Stokes problem in cylindrical coordinates and we prove an

optimal convergence estimate. Finally, in the appendix we derive an interpolation

result for the spaces of divergence-free functions; such a result is useful for the

estimates of Section 3, where periodicity is assumed in some directions.

Notations. Let A be a set in R,R2 or R3. For any nonnegative integer N we

denote by Pjv(A) the space of all polynomials on A of degree < N in each variable.

Let 6 be the interval (0,27r). For any integer d > 1, and for any nonnegative

integer K, we denote by S/c(0d) the space of trigonometric polynomials on Qd of

degree < K.

For any function p: R-»R and for any nonnegative integer j we denote by ip^

the derivative of <p of order j.

For any k = (ki,..., fc<¿) 6 1d we set

\1/2

|k|i=2>,-|    and    |k|2= \Yk)
3=1 \3=1

For any real number s we denote by [s] its integral part.

Given a function space V and a nonnegative integer d, we denote by Vd the

corresponding vector-valued function space; the norm in Vd is denoted by the

same symbol as the norm in V. If P is an operator on V, we denote by P the

operator on Vd defined by

Vv = (vu...,vd)GVd,    Vj, 1 < j < d, (Pv)3 = Pvj.

The norm of a Banach space Y is denoted by || ■ ||y.

2.   Projection Operators for Homogeneous Boundary Conditions. In

this section, fi is the domain A3 in R3, with A = (-1,1). The generic point in fi is

denoted by x = (x, y, z).

Let p: A —► R be either the Legendre weight function defined by p(ç) = 1 or

the Chebyshev weight function defined by p(ç) = (1 - ç2)"1/2. We define a weight

function on fi by w(x) = p(x)p(y)p(z). When p and u> are the Legendre (resp.

Chebyshev) weights, we set <7o = 1/2 (resp. cr0 — 1/4)-

2.1. The Weighted Sobolev Spaces. We recall here briefly some definitions of

weighted Sobolev spaces (see, e.g., [1], [2], [15]). Let

Lp(A) = < ip: A —► R; <p is measurable and   / <p2(ç)p(ç) dç < +oo >

be the Lebesgue space associated with the measure p(ç) dç, provided with the inner

product

(ip.V0p= / <p{i)1>{iMt)dc
Ja

1 /2
and the norm || ■ ||0,p = (•, •)/ .
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A scale of weighted Sobolev spaces is defined as follows: for any integer m > 0,

H™ (A) is the subspace of L^(A) of the functions such that their distributional

derivatives of order < m all belong to L^(A); it is a Hilbert space for the inner

product associated with the norm

IML.p= [Y

For a real number s = m + a, 0 < a < 1, we define H*(A) to be the interpolation

space between H™+1(A) and H™(A) of index 1 - a (see [4], [15]); we denote its

norm by || • \\s,u- For any real number s with s > <70, f°r any function <p in Hp(A),

and for any integer j with 0 < j < s - cr0, the boundary values ip^\±l) are well

defined (see [15, Vol. 1, Ch. 1, Theorem 11.5] and [12, Theorem 7.1]).

For any real number s we define H* 0(A) to be the closure in H*(A) of the space

D(A) of infinitely differentiate functions with compact support in A. For a real

number s such that s ^ N +• oq and s > ctq we have (see [6])

(2.1)   H*i0(A) = {lpG H-(A); Vj € N,0 < j < [a- a0],^(-l) = <pW(l) = 0}.

Let now

L2 (ii) = < u: ii —► R; ti is measurable and   /  u2(x)w(x) dx. < +oo >

be the Lebesgue space associated with the measure w(x) dx, provided with the inner

product

u,v)u =  /  u(x)v(x)u}(x.) d>
Jn

1 /2
and the norm || • ||0,w = (•, -)J .

A scale of weighted Sobolev spaces is defined as follows: for any integer m > 0,

H£?(fi) is the subspace of L^fi) of the functions such that their distributional

derivatives of order < m all belong to L^(iî); it is a Hilbert space for the inner

product associated with the norm

|tí||m,cü —

/ \   1/2

ßki+k2+k3

u(x)
.?./„ dxkidyk2dzk3

w(x) (ÍX

i    kGN .
\|k|,<m J

For a real number s = m + a, 0 < a < 1, we define H*(fi) to be the interpolation

space between H™+1(f2) and H™(fi) of index 1 - a; we denote its norm by || • ||SiUJ.

For any real number s we define H£, 0(fi) to be the closure in H* (ii) of the space

D(fi) of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in fi.

When we treat the case of the Legendre weight, the subscripts p and u will be

deleted.

2.2. Projection Operators onto Divergence-Free Polynomials. We define a one-

dimensional projection operator that we shall use in the sequel. We recall the

following result due to Y. Maday [17].
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THEOREM 2.1. Let r and s be two real numbers such that r £ N + oq and

0 < s < r. For any integer N with N > 1, there exists an operator IIo* N from

Wp(A) n H^0(A) onto Pjv(A) D H* 0(A) which satiafiea

(2.2) V^ G H£(A) n HJ,0(A),    \\<p - n°^|kP < CW"-"|Mkp,

for any real numbers v and a with 0 < v < r < a and for a positive constant C

independent of both ¡p and N.

For any real number r not in N + a0, with r > 1, we now define a polynomial

Rr,N<P which coincides with <p at the boundary with all the derivatives up to order

[r—oo]- In the next corollary, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, we show

that the operator nr;v has the same asymptotic properties as IIorr N. Naturally, if

<p belongs to H£0(A), then Ut,n<P is equal to Uorr N<p.

COROLLARY 2.1. Let r be a real number with r > 1 and r £ N + o~0. For any

integer N with N > 2[r — oq] + 1, there exists an operator Y1t,n from H£(A) onto

Paí(A) which satisfies

(2.3) V^> € HJ(A), Vj G N, 0 < j < [r - <r0],     (Ilr<N<p)UH±l) = ^(±1).

Moreover, for any real numbers u and a such that 0 < v < r < a there exists a

positive constant C independent of N such that

(2.4) ty>€H£(A),     \\<p-nriN<p\\,,,p<CN''-<'\\<p\\l,,p.

Proof. Let <p be a function in H^(A) and q be the element of P2[r-<r0]+i(A) such

that

(2.5) Vj e N, 0 < j < [r - cr0],    <pU)(±l) = <?w(±l).

It follows from (2.1) that <p — q belongs to W 0(A). Set

(2.6) nr,N<p = q + norrN(<p-q).

From (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain (2.3).

Let now v and a be two real numbers with 0 < v < r < a, and assume that p

belongs to H£(A). We have

[r-o-o]

hh,p<c Y {\>PU)i-i)\ + \*>{j)ii)\}-
3=0

Let e = (r — err,) _ [r — oo]- Since r is not an element of N + a0, we have e > 0.

Using the imbedding H£0+£(A) C L°°(A), we deduce

[r-<T0]

(2.7) \\q\\a,p < C Y  II^IU-ía) < C|M|r,„ < C\\tp\\a,p.
3=0

Using (2.2) and (2.7), we get

\\<p - rir^lkp = \\i<p -q)- n°r,^(^ - q)\\u,P

< CNv-°\\<f> - <7||ff,p < CN'-'M^.

This completes the proof of (2.4).    G
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We now define an operator with values in the space of functions which are poly-

nomial with respect to one variable.

For any real number r with r > 1, and for any function u of H^(ii), we set

(2.8) (nr2iN")(x) = (UrtNu(x,y, -))(z)   for a.e. (x,y) in A2.

The operators n* N and 11" N are defined in the same way. We remark that II* N

commutes with the derivatives with respect to the x and y variables, i.e.,

(2.9) l^- = KNd£    and    ^nu = Kn^,

provided that the derivatives of u belong to the domain of Hz N.

If u is a divergence-free function, we want to study the best approximation

of u by divergence-free polynomials. The first step of our analysis is to define a

divergence-free function which is polynomial with respect to one variable and which

is an optimal approximation of u.

Let r be a real number with r > 1. Given a function u = (ui, u2, u%) in (H[,(fi))3,

not necessarily divergence-free, we define <pi and <p2 by

(2.10) ¡pi(x) = -       u2(x,y,t)dt   and   <p2(x) = j    ui(x,y,t)dt.

We define the operator pzrN as follows:

(2.11) Vu G (Hl(ü)f

( iPr,NU)l = g^^N^,

(Pr,Nu)2 = —^HInVI,

V(Pr,NU)3 = n*ArU3-

The operators pxrN and pyrN are defined analogously.

Remark 2.1. Assume that u is a divergence-free function. Then we get

/„ 10n d<p2 dpi d<pi     d(p2
(2.12 Ul = —-,    u2 = ——    and   u3 = —-—,

dz dz ay       ax

and using (2.9), we deduce that pz Nu is also divergence-free.

Remark 2.2. Let r be a real number such that r > 1 and u be an element of

(H£,(fi))3 n (H¿i0(fi))3. Using (2.8) and (2.10), we clearly have

(pzNu)i(-1,y,z) = (pzrNu)i(l,y,z) =0   a.e. (y,z) in A2,

(pzrNu)i(x,-l,z) = (pz.Nu)i(x,l,z) =0   a.e. (z,z)inA2,

and the same properties hold for (pz Nu)2 and (pf. jvu)3. Since r is such that r > 1,

we have also

(pzNu)3(x,y,-l) = (pzrNu)3(x,y, 1) = 0   a.e. (x,y)inA2.

Assume now that r is such that r > 1 + ao. Using (2.3), (2.8) and (2.10), we obtain

(pz<Nu)i(x,y,-l) = (pzNu)i(x,y,l) = 0   a.e. (x,y)inA2,

and the same property holds for (pz Nu)2-

We now give an estimate for the quantity u - pzNu. We will find that for any

real number r > 2 and for any function u in (H^(íi))3 D (H¿ 0(ii))3, the function

p?Nu also belongs to (H¿ 0(ii))3.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let r be a real number with r > 1 and r £ N + <r0, and N be

an integer with N > 2[r - <r0] + 1. For any integer u with 0 < v < r - 1, and for

any real number a with a > r + v, there exists a positive constant C independent of

N such that

(2.13) VuG(H^(íí))3,    \\n-pzr¡Nn\\l/,IJ]<CNv-'T\\u\\irttí).

Moreover, if r is a real number such that r > 2, then the estimate (2.13) is atill

valid for any real numbers v and a such that 0 < v, [v] < r — 2 and a >r +l + [u\.

Proof. Let r be a real number such that r > 1 and r £ N + cq, v be an integer

with 0<i/<r-l, irbea real number such that a > v + r and u be an element

of(HM)3.

(1) We estimate the first component of u - pzNu. Using (2.9) and (2.10), we

obtain

Wi - ipZr,Nu)l\\l,w =    Y
keisr

ök3+i   /dkí+k2íp2

nt
dki+k2<p2

0,w
|dzfc3+i \dxkidyk*     * r<N dxfcidyk*

\k\i<u

Since we have k3 + l<i/ + l<r and cT-^-r-/c3 + l><7-i/ + l>r+-l, using

Corollary 2.1, we obtain

hl-ipZr,N»)l\\l,„<C   Y   7V2^ + l)-2(.-,+fc3 + l)

k€NJ
|k|i<"

*       E
0<j<c-v+k3+l

Q3    fdki+k*ip2

dzo \dxk^dyk*

2

O.UJ

<CN2^-°H\\<P2\\1,U +
dtp2

dz

We note that for any k in N2, dkl+k2ip2/dxkldyk2 vanishes for z = —1; hence,

applying the Poincaré inequality (see [9, Lemma 1.1] for the case of the Chebyshev

weight), we obtain

\d<p2\
1^1 - (^r,ATU)l!U,u, < CAT—

dz
— CNv~cr\\ii, II
— ^JV ||«1 \\C,OJ-

(2) The second component of u - pz Nu can be estimated in the same way.

(3) We now estimate the third component of u - pz Nu. We have

|2
I    z        v,,l      _     V- 9*3    (dk*+k*UZ        n,      dk>+k*U3\

«3 - (Pr,N*h\\w -    2-.       d¡^{dxkidyk2  -llr,Ndxkldyk2)
k6N
|k|i<i/

0,u)

Since we have k3 < u < r - 1 and a-t/ + k3>a — v>r, using Corollary 2.1, we

obtain
IK-(^,nu)3||^<c Y iv2fc3-2(—+*3)

k€N3

Q3   fdkl+kH

0<j<o--u+k3

<CN2^\\u3\\2

/dk>+k*<p2\

\dxkidyk*J
0,w
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Thus the estimate (2.13) is established when v is an integer.

Finally, if r and v and a are three real numbers such that r > 2, 0 < [v\,

(\v\ + 1) < r — 1 and r < a — (\u\ + 1), we obtain (2.13) by interpolation between

(Hl^fi))3 and (H^^fi))3. This completes the proof.   D

Remark 2.3. Let r be a real number such that r > 2 and u be an element of

the space (H^+1(fi))3 n (H¿,0(fi))3. Using Remark 2.2, and applying (2.13) with

v = 1 and a = r + 1, we obtain that pzNu is an element of (H¿, 0(fi))3.

Remark 2.4. Let r be a real number such that r > 1. For any function u in

(H^(ii))3, we have

div pz Nu(x) = — ( UZN I /    div u(x, y, t) dt J j     a.e. x in ii.

Following the proof of Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following result:

If r is a real number such that r > 1 and r ^ N + <7o, then for any integer v

such that v < r — 1 and for any real number a such that a > r + u, there exists a

positive constant C independent of TV such that

Vu e (H-(fi))3,    ||divu-divp*Jvu(|I/)l,<C7V,'+1-<'||divu||ff_i)U,.

Moreover, if r is such that r > 2, then the preceding estimate holds for any real

numbers u and a such that 0 < v, \v\ < r — 2 and a > r + \u) + 1.

Let r be a real number with r > 1. For any divergence-free function u in

(H£,(fî))3 n (H¿ 0(ii))3, we denote by p^nu tne orthogonal projection of u for the

inner product of (H^(ii))3 onto the space of divergence-free polynomials of degree

< N which vanish on the boundary of ii.

We now state the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 2.3. Let r and N be two integers with r > 1 and N > 0. For any

real number a with a > 2r + 1, there exists a positive constant C independent of N

such that

(2.14) Vue(H-(Q))3n(HiiO(ii))3;divu = 0,     ||u-^u||r,w < C7/V^||u |<7,W

Moreover, if r is a real number such that r > 1 and r £ N + öo, die estimate (2.14)

¿a still valid for any real number a such that a > r + [r] + 3.

Proof. Let r be an integer with r > 1. In order to prove (2.14), we may assume

that TV is such that N > 2[r—ao]+3. We denote by pz'N" the orthogonal projection

operator for the inner product of (H£,(ii))3 onto the subspace of (H¿0(íi))3 of

divergence-free functions which are polynomial of degree < TV in the z variable.

We define pxr'Nn and pvT'Nlv in the same way.

Let a be a real number with a > 2r + 1 and u be a divergence-free element of

(H£(fi))3n(Hii0(ii))3.

We have a > 2r+l > r+2. Since u belongs to (H£(íi))3n(H^0(íi))3, we deduce

from Remarks 2.1 and 2.3 that pz+i Nu is a divergence-free function which belongs

to the subspace of (H¿ 0(fi))3 of divergence-free functions which are polynomial of

degree < TV in the z variable. We deduce from the definition of pz'N™ that

llU - PZr,NVAr,u < ||U - Pr+l,JVullr,W;
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||v_ ,„*>div.

hence, using Theorem 2.2, we obtain

(2.15) ||u - pzr'ßvu\\rtU < CNr-"\\n\\a<u.

Moreover, from the definition of pz'Nlv we also have

(2.16) Vv G (H^(íi))3 n (H¿j0(íi))3; divv = 0,     „v - Vr>N

Naturally, the estimates (2.15) and (2.16) hold also for px'ßw and pyr'¡fv.

The divergence-free function px'?.7lvpy'Nlvpz'Nlvii is a polynomial of degree < TV

which vanishes on the boundary of ii. Hence we deduce

/o i n\ il div     n ^ M x, div    v, div    z, div    m
(2.17) ||u - prtN\i\\r,u < ||u - pr;N   py'N   pr]N  U||r,u.

To estimate the right-hand side of (2.17), we note that

x,div    y,div    z, div / i,div„\   .   /.. y,div    2,div..\
U - Pr,N    Pr,N    Pr,N    U = (U - pr]N    u) + (u - p^N    pr'N    u)

ix x,div\/ y,div   2, div   \
-il~Pr,N    )iU~Pr,N    Pr,N    U)"

Therefore, by (2.16), we deduce

Il x,div    y, div    2, div    1
llU-S°r>    Pr,N    Pr,N   ulku,

^ Il x, div    m .   oil u,div    z, div.. 11
<\\VL-pr'N    U||r,w + 2||U - p";N    pr'N    u||r,w,

and proceeding in the same way, we finally obtain

Il x,div    y, div    2, div    11
, \\u-Pr,N    Pr,N    Pr,N    Ulk"

< ||u - p*r;$"n\\r+, + 2||u - py'ßvu\\r<u + 3||u - pzJivu\\r,u.

From (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18) we obtain (2.14).

If r is a real number such that r £ N + o-0, the same proof, where the operator

Pr+i n 1S replaced by pzT+2^, gives the result for any real number a such that

o- > r + [r] + 3.    D

Remark 2.5. For any real number s > 1, set

Ho3,div(n) = {u 6 (H^(ii))3 n (H^0(ii))3;divu = 0}.

Let r be a real number with r > 1. Theorem 2.3 shows that for any real number a

such that a > r + [r] + 3, the operator I - pf^ is continuous from H°£/dlv(fi) into

(H^(ii))3 with a norm < CNr-". On the other hand, it is clear that I - pfj¡ is

continuous from H°£dlv(ii) into (H^(ii))3 with a norm equal to 1. Then we could

obtain the estimate (2.14) for any real number a > r by using an interpolation

argument, if the following property were satisfied:

(2.19)        we(0,1),   H0<,1-9)<T+flr'div(n)c[H0^div(n),H°íjdiv(n)]fl.

Unfortunately, even if w is the Legendre weight function, we are not able to prove

the property (2.19). Meanwhile, when the function u is assumed to be periodic in

some directions, we can prove the estimate (2.14) for any real number a > r by

using an interpolation result similar to (2.19) (see Section 3 and the Appendix).

Remark 2.6. Let r be a real number such that r ^ N + a0 and m be an integer

such that 0 < m < r. For any divergence-free function u in (H^(fi))3n(H™0(ii))3,

we denote by p™'N lvu the orthogonal projection of u for the inner product of
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(H[,(ii))3 onto the space of divergence-free polynomials of degree < TV which belong

to (H™0(ii))3. Using the same technique as above, we can prove the following

result: for any real number a such that a > 2r + 1 (resp. a > r + [r] + 3) when r is

an integer (resp. a real number), there exists a positive constant C independent of

TV such that

Vu G (H-(íi))3 n (H-0(Ü))3; divu = 0,    ||u - ^divu||r,w < CN^'M^.

If u is a function of two variables, the estimate (2.14) can be obtained for any

real number a > r by using a simpler technique. Precisely, the following result has

been proved in [25] and [5]:

THEOREM 2.4. Let r be a real number such that r > 1 and r ^ N + cto- For

any real number a with a > r, there exists a positive constant C independent of TV

such that

Vue(HL(A2))2n(Hi,0(A2))2; divu = 0,

||u - pdi;Hkw < CTvr-lu|kw.

2.3. A Different Approach in the Case of the Legendre Weight. In the Legendre

case (i.e., when w = 1), we now consider the problem of the best approximation of

both a function and its divergence.

For any function u in (H¿(íi))3 (not necessarily divergence-free), we shall define

a polynomial ITjvU such that the divergence of IT^u is related to the H1-projection

of the divergence of u. A relation of this kind is useful in the applications. For any

integer d, the same type of result can be stated in the same way for a function u

of (il10(Ad))d (see Remark 2.9).

We denote by (L„)„6n the sequence of Legendre polynomials defined by the

recurrence relation

'LQ(x) = l,    Li(x) = x,
VtPA

'     \Vn>2,    nLn(x) = (2n-l)xLn^(x)-(n-l)Ln^2(x).

We recall the following relations:

/Vn>0,    Ln(l) = l,    Ln(-l) = (-l)n,

(2.21)

L'n + l       L'n-1=L

2n + l

V
Vt,eL2(A),    v = Y2±±±(v,Lk)Lk.

k=o     L

We denote by n.o„/v the orthogonal projection operator on Pjv(A) with respect to

the L2(A)-inner product. We recall that the operator IT5} N introduced in Theorem

2.1 is the projection operator on Pat (A) n H¿(A) with respect to the H¿(A)-inner

product, i.e., it satisfies

(2 22)      V^ c Him      (n°^ G P"W n Ho(A)'
(L.ll)      V^GH0(Aj,     ^ep„(A)nHi(A)i     ((W\^)'^) = (^^).

We first state a relation between n0,./v-2 and IIo} N.

LEMMA 2.1.   For any function <p in H¿(A), the following formula holds:

(2.23) Il°\tNtp = n0tN-2<p- ^(<P,L'N_2)LN-1 - -(ip,L'N_1)LN.
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Proof. Let Q be an element of P^_2(A) and let R be the element of Pn(A) fl

Hq(A) such that R" = Q. Using (2.22), for any function tp in H¿(A) we have

(WlNtp,Q) = -((U°lN<p)',R') = -{?',#) = {p,Q).

Hence we deduce

27V — i
n°i,iv^ = n0,jv-2^-„—(n°\,N'PiLN-1)LN-l

-2—i11 i,nPiln)Ln-

We now compute the last two terms in the right-hand side of (2.24). Let j be

an element of {0,1}. Using (2.21), we get

mol      ,.   T \_  /rrol      ,„   LN+l-3 ~ LN-l-j\
(U liNip,LN.3)-\U ltNv,      2N_2j + 1      )

mol        y  LN+1-j-LN-i-j\
(nllJV(P),    2N_2j + l    )

We note that TV+-1 - j > TV and that (Il°\Nip)' is of degree at most TV - 1. Hence

we have

qtI^Lh-j) = ((n°lN<p)>, JN_-2y+1) ■

Using again (2.21), we obtain

Since the polynomial L^_j - Lyv-2-j belongs to Pjv(A) nHj(A), using (2.22) we

deduce

,TT°1 T \ * (    I   ^N-3-~ ^N-2-3 \

(U 1>N<p, LN-3) = 2N_2j + 1 [P ,     2N_2j_l3)

_ (   i       Ln-1-j     \        _ I LN-l-j     \

\P,2N-2j + l) XP'2N-2j + l)'

and applying (2.24), this completes the proof of (2.23).    D

We now define an operator WN by

(2.25) Vp G H2(A), Vx G A,    (Yl*N<p)(x) = J' {Ults-i^)(t) dt.

LEMMA 2.2. For any function <p in H2(A) n H¿(A), Yl*N<p is an element of

Pyv(A) nHj(A) such that (Jl*N<p)'(±l) = <p'(±l). Moreover, for any real numbers

v and a with 0 < v < 2 < a, there exista a constant C independent of TV such that

(2.26) V^eH"(A)nH¿(A),    \\tp - nJM|„ < CN"-|M|„.

Proof. Let <p be an element of H2(A) n H¿(A).

(1) Let g be an element of Pi (A) such that q(±l) = <p'(±l). From (2.6) we have

IIi,jv-iry) = Q + n°\,N-i(<P' - q)-

From Lemma 2.1 we deduce

j_  n0li,N-iif'-q)it)dt = l_ (<p'-q)(t)dt,
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hence

j   n1,N_1(<p')(t)dt= [   <p'(t)dt = 0,

and U*N<p belongs to Pjv(A) H H¿(A). The fact that (Tl*N<p)'(±l) = <p'(±l) follows

from (2.6) and (2.25).

(2) We now prove (2.26). We first observe that

H^ - n^^iu < o|t^' - n1(JV-i^'|lo

and

\\<p-tlh<ph<C\\<p'-nUN-1<p'\\1;

hence, from (2.4), we deduce (2.26) for i> = 1 and v = 2. In order to prove (2.26)

for v = 0, we use a duality argument. For any tp in L2(A), we denote by Atp the

element of H2(A) n H¿(A) such that -(Atp)" = V>- We have

lb-nMo=  sup  {v'^'*].
V€L2(A) IIV'IIO

Since ip - Tl^ip belongs to H¿(A), we deduce

,2,7,      h,.,*,*- SUP «^-yw
V€L^(A) IIVllo

Now let q be the element of Pi (A) such that q(±l) = <p'(±l). We have

(tp - n*N<p)' = <p'- n^N-w' = ry -q)- n0}^,,^' - q).

Formula (2.23) yields

(<p - n*N<p)' = {(ip' -q)- Uo,n-3(<p' - q)} + 2 if' ~ <?> L'N_3)LN_2

+ 2i<P'-q,LN-2)LN-l,

and we conclude that for any t¡) in L2(A) we have ((tp - U*Nip)' ,Uo,N-3(Arp)') = 0.

Recalling (2.27), we obtain

H       n*    II «„„    ((ip-nN<PY,iAW-Tlo,N-ziAW)
\\<P - nW^I|0 =      SUp      -¡j-|j-

V€L2(A) IIVllo

^ll TV   .II a,r,       IIW)'-n0,iV-3(^)'||0< ll^-n^lli   sup
V6L2(A) IIVII0

Since (2.26) has been established for v = 1, we deduce

Ik-n^Ho^C-iTV^-IMDlTV-1    sup
<i>eL2(A) iiviio )

< CN-"\\tp\\0.

Thus, (2.26) is proved for v = 0.   Finally, we obtain (2.26) for 0 < v < 2 by

interpolation.    D

For any function u in H2(f2), we set

/ (U*xNu)(x) = (Yl*Nu(-,y,z))(x)    a.e. (y,z) in A2,

(2.28) (ITÎM(z) = (nW*, ;*))(»)   a.e. (x, z) in A2,
V (U"Nu){x) = (U*Nu(x, y, •))(*)    a.e. (x, y) in A2.
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We note that T1*ZN commutes with differentiation with respect to the x and y

variables, i.e.,

(2.29) ¿n-^ = n-J,|    and     »IT{,. = IT!*.

provided that the derivatives of u belong to the domain of n*^.

For any u = («1,1*2,«3) in (H4(fi))3, we define

((TlNu)l=ïl*lïl\N_1Tl\N_lui,

(2.30) \(TlNu)2 = YlxN_in*yNYizlN_lU2,

V(nNu)3 = nfiJV_1n«JV_1n^«3.

Remark 2.7. Set

{ßi+j+kn )
u G (L2 (fi))3; V(i,j,k) G N3, i < 2,j <l,k<l, ^~¿ 6 L2(íi) j ,

tfa = {u 6 (L2 (ii))3; V(,-,j,fc) € N3, 1 < l,j < 2,fc < 1, j^^ 6 L2(íi)}

and

i?3 = {u € (L2 (fi))3; V(i,/,fc) e N3, i < l,j < 1,fc < 2, |^^ S L2 (0)} .

It is easy to see that the domain of the operator II * is the space di n^ H)?3,

which contains (H4(ii))3.

Remark 2.8. Let u be in (H4(íi))3 D (H¿(fi))3. From Corollary 2.1 and Lemma

2.2 we obtain that ITjvu is an element of (Pjv(n))3n(H¿(fí))3. Moreover, applying

(2.25), it is clear that the divergence of IIjvu is given by

(2.31) diviijvu = n^^n^^nf^! divu.

Hence, if u is divergence-free, so is II/vu.

We are now in a position to estimate both u — n^ru and divu — divll^ru.

THEOREM 2.5. For any real numbers v and a such that a > 4 and 0 < u < 1,

there exists a positive constant C independent of TV such that

(2.32) Vue(HCT(íi))3n(H¿(fi))3,     ||u-nAfu||I,<C7iV,'-<r||u||<r

(2.33) Vu e (HCT(ii))3n(H0(n))3,     Hdivu-divIIjvull,, < CTV+^Udivul c-1-

Remark 2.9.   Let d be an integer such that d > 2.   For any function u in

(Hd+1(Ad))d, we define II^u in the same way. We obtain the estimates (2.32) and

(2.33) for any function u in (Ha(Ad))d n (H10(Ad))d with a>d + l.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. To simplify the notations, we prove the estimates (2.32)

and (2.33) for a function u in (HCT(A2))2 n (H¿(A2))2 with a > 3.

In order to prove (2.32), we prove the following inequality:

(2.34) ||«! - (11*11)1 H, < CiV-luiH«,

for a > 3 and 0 < v < 1; the estimate of u2 — (IIjvu)2 can be obtained in the same

way.
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(2.35)

(1) We first prove (2.34) for v = 1. The following inequality holds:

II«! - (n*u)i||i < ||(/-ir%){i-n^_1)til||1 +1|(/-n*^)«i||i

+ ||(i-n?iJV_1)«1||1.

(la) We treat the first term in the right-hand side of (2.35).   Applying the

Poincaré inequality, we observe that there exists a constant C such that

||(/-n-sr)(/-nïiW_1)tti||î
|2

(2.36)
^(/ - n«fiÄr_x)(/ - n-fr)«! dx

L2(A)

2

dx
(j-ir£,)(/-n*     )Ul

L2(A)

dy.

Since nj JV_1 is continuous for the H¿(A)-norm, and n*^ commutes with differen-

tiation with respect to y, we obtain

/;

hence

-(i-n^Hz-n^i
L2(A)

dx<cf |(/-n^)ÇiJ-i II dy
dx,

L*{A)

/:
^(i-niv^i-n^ul     dx
°y Hl2(a)

<c
/;

(/-n*^)„^«i
dy

dy.
L2(A)

From (2.26) we deduce that

(2.37)   j ^(/-nj^-Jii-n^)«, dx < C7TV2-2<T||u||2    for(j>3.
¿2(A)

The operator n^ is not continuous for the H¿(A)-norm; by (2.26) we obtain

2

dy
i:

d
-(i-ii'W-nix^u!

<CN~2 fcw-KN-i)
¿2(A)

dui

dx

+ f/_n»     )^\Â       lll,N-l)   a„2

¿2(A)

2

dx1
dy,

¿2(A).

that is,

ni¿(J-n*Sr)('-n?lW-i)tn
j-i iio:r

dy
L2(A)

2

+ C-n?,*-i)
a2m

OX2

¿2(A)

2

dx.
L2W.
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dy<CN2-2°\\u\\l    for er > 3.

Using (2.4), we deduce

(2.38)   f ||-(/-n^)(/-n^_1)u1
J-l\\ax L2(\)

The estimates (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) yield

(2.39) \\(I-Yl*xN)(I-YlyN_x)ul\\1<CN1-a\\u\\a    for a > 3.

(lb) We now consider the second term in the right-hand side of (2.35).   We

observe that

dy||(/-n^)u1||2<c7y1J|^(/-n^K

+ cf   \\(I-U*XN)
J-l II

dui

dy

L2(A)

2

L2(K)

dx,

and by (2.26) we obtain

(2.40) \\(I-U*xN)u1\\i<CN1-a\\u\\(r    for a > 3.

(lc) The third term in the right-hand side of (2.35) can be estimated in the same

way. Thus, (2.35), (2.39) and (2.40) yield (2.34) for v = l.

(2) We now prove (2.34) for v = 0. We observe that

||Wl - (iitfuhiio < ||(/ - n*xN)(i - n?.JV_1)«i||o + IK' - n^KHo

+ ||(/-n?iAr_1)«1||0.

To estimate the first term in the right-hand side of (2.41), we note that

(2.41)

IK/ - n^)(/ - n^.jtuiig = f^ \\(i - n^x/ - w%

<cn~2 f |(/-n^)ÇiJ-i II dy

MÍ*(A)dx

dx,
¿2(A)

that is,

||(J - W%)(I - n^.jjttillg < CTV-2 f \(I - \Y*N
J-l II

du\

dy
dy

L2(\)

^CTV-^Hmll2    for a > 3.

Along the same lines, we estimate the last two terms in (2.41). Thus the proof of

(2.34) for v = 0 is complete.

Finally, using an interpolation argument, we obtain (2.34) for 0 < v < 1.

Noting now that

divlljvu = üj,7v-initN-i dlVU>

we obtain (2.33) by the same techniques as used in the proof of (2.32).    □

3. Projection Operators for Periodic/Nonperiodic Boundary Condi-

tions. In this section we study some approximation properties for a function of

three variables which is periodic in two variables. The analysis of projection opera-

tors for this type of boundary conditions is useful in studying the spectral approxi-

mation of a flow between two parallel planes or between two cylinders. We exhibit

the operators we choose, and we only sketch the proofs of the estimates.
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Throughout the section, Í1 is the open set 02 x A in R3 with 6 = (0,27r); the

generic point in fi will be denoted by x = (x, y, z).

3.1. Cartesian Coordinatea. We denote by CS(0) the space of infinitely dif-

ferentiate functions from 8 into R which are periodic with period 27r. For any

real number a we introduce the closure H^(0) of C# (0) in the space Hs(0); we

denote its norm by || ■ ||Sj#.

Let C^ (fi) be the space of infinitely differentiable functions from fi into R which

are periodic with period 2it in both directions x and y. For any nonnegative integer

m, we introduce the closure H^f  (fi) of C^(fi) under the norm

/

ll«llm.#,p = Ç,/n

\

,   k€N
V|k|i<m

^fci+fc2+fc3

dxkldyk2dzk3
u(x) p(z) dx

1/2

J
where p denotes either the Legendre or the Chebyshev weight function.

For any real number a = m + a, 0 < a < 1, we define H^ (fi) to be the

interpolation space between H!u"t1(fi) and HIS (fi) of index 1 - a; we denote its

norm by || • ||s,#,p.

In addition, for any real number a we define H^ p0(fi) to be the closure in

H^ (fi) of the space of functions of C^(fi) which have compact support with

respect to the z variable.

For any integers K and TV with K > 0 and TV > 2 we set

that is,

VK,N = {

Vk,n = {S*(62) ® PW(A)} n H^pi0(fi),

u;Vx€fi,u(x) = (l-22)   Y   e*(fcl*+fc,,,)«*W,«fc6PW-a(A)

k€N2
|k|i<K

Let Qk '■ L2(S) —* S/<(8) be the L2(9)-orthogonal projection operator over

SK(6). It is well known that the operator Qk commutes with differentiation, i.e.,

it satisfies

V^GH^e),    Qk{<p') = {Qk<p)'.

We recall the following approximation results (see Pasciak [22]):

THEOREM 3.1. For any real numbera v and a with 0 < v < a, there exists a

positive constant C independent of K such that

Vp G H£(0),    \\<p - QkvWv < CKv-'\\tp\\a.

For any function u in L2(fi), we define

C\\\ ((QxKu)(x) = (QKu(-,y,z))(x)   a.e. (i/,z)in0xA,

1     ' V (<&«)M = ÍQku(x, -, z))(y)   a.e. (x, z) in 0 x A.
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From Theorem 3.1 we easily deduce the following corollary:

COROLLARY 3.1. For any real numbers v and a with 0 < u < a, there exists a

positive constant C independent of K such that

(3.2)    Vu e H£iP(il),     ||u - QxKu\\Vy#tP + ||u - (&u|k#,p < CK^WuW^p.

Let r be a real number with r > 1. For any divergence-free function u of the

space (H^t p(fi))3 n (H^ 0(fi))3, let pf'K,Nu De the orthogonal projection of u,

for the (H^ p(fi))3-inner product, onto the subspace of divergence-free functions of

(Vk.jv)3.

We can now state the following approximation result:

THEOREM 3.2. Let r be a real number with r > 1 and r ^ N + ctq- For any real

number a such that a > r, there exists a positive constant C independent of both K

and TV such that

Vu G (H^(fi))3 n (H^i0(fi))3;divu = 0,

(3'3) llu - PÎ%,Nu\\r,#,P < c{Kr-° + Ar-»)|MU#,,.

Proof. Let u be a divergence-free function in (H^ „(fi))3 D (H# p0(fi))3; an<^

assume first that the real number a is such that a > r + [r] + 3. Consider the

function
U = QxkQkPz+2,n^

where pz N is the operator introduced in (2.11).   Since Q^ commutes with any

derivative, we note, by using the definition of pz N, that U is a divergence-free

element of (Vk,n)z-  The inequality (2.18) (where px'Nw is replaced by Q^ and

pIn" by QyK) yields

llu - U|k#,P < 3||u - jPr+2,^u||r,#,p + 2||u - Q^u||r,#,p + ||u - Qxu||r,#,p;

hence, from the definition of pdl¿ jy and using Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.1, we

£et

I|U - P*ïc,N"\\r,#,P < II" - U||r,#,p < C(K^ + Nr~°) ||u||r,#,p.

In other words, the operator I — pf'K N is continuous from the subspace of diver-

gence-free functions of (H<£p(fi))3 n (H^ p>0(fi))3 (with a > r + [r] + 3) into

(H^p(fi))3 with a norm < C(KT~a + NrLa). On the other hand, it is clear

that I - pf'K N is continuous from the subspace of divergence-free functions of

(H^ p(fi))3'n'(H^iPi0(fi))3 into (H?^p(fi))3 with a norm equal to 1. Thus, Theo-

rem A.l gives the estimate (3.3) for any real number a > r, by using an interpolation

argument.

As in Section 2, we give a different approach for the case of the Legendre weight.

To state the analog of Theorem 2.5, define an operator Hk,n as follows:

/(nK,jvu)i =QKQyKUftN_1ui,

Vu G (H^fi))3,    (nK,Nu)2 = QXKQVK^\ jv-i«2,

\(TlK>Nu)3 = QKQyKn**Nu3.

For any function u in (H^(fi))3 n (H^ 0(fi))3, the function Y1k,n^ belongs to

(Vk-,ív)3. Moreover, the divergence of TLk,nU is given by

divII/cNU = QKQKTl¡N_1divu;

hence, if u is divergence-free, so is n^wu.
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The proof of the following estimate is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.5.

THEOREM 3.3. For any real numbers v and a with 0 < ^ < 1 and a > 3, there

exists a positive constant C independent of both K and TV such that

(3.4) Vu6(H^(fi))3n(H^0(fi))3,

||u - nK,ivu|U,# < C(K»-° + TV"-CT)||u|k#

and

(3.5) Vue(H£(fi))3n(H^0(fi))3,

lldivu - divlltf.jvulk,* < C(K»+l-° + TV^-'OlldivulU-!,*.

3.2. Cylindrical Coordinates. Let Rq,R\ and L be three real numbers such that

0 < R0 < Ri and L > 0. In this section we set fi = (Rq,Ri) x (0,2) x (-L,L),

and the generic point in fi will be denoted by x = (R, 6, Z). We consider functions

which are periodic in both directions 9 and Z. We let p: (Rq, Äi) —► R be either the

Legendre weight function defined by p(R) = 1 or the Chebyshev weight function

defined by p(R) = (1 - \(2R - Rq - Ri)/(R1 - Ro)}2)-1'2.

The definitions of the spaces H^ -(fi) and H^ - 0(fi) are analogous to those of

the spaces H^ p(fi) and H^ p0(fi).

For any function ü = (ür, ü$,üz) from fi into R3, the divergence of ü is defined

by

(3.6)
„   «,      1 d(Rüfí)      1 dug     düz
divu =-v .     ; H-- H--.

R    dR        R dB       dZ

For any integers K and TV with K > 0 and TV > 2, we define the space Vk,n as

follows:

Vk v = { w;Vx€fi,ü(x) =   Y   ük(Ry(kl$+k2Z*/L\

k£N2
|k|i<K

ük g p^([Ji:o,ñi]),ufc(/ío) = «fc(Äi) = o

Consider the affine change of variables

> •

(3.7) x-!z     v_$     -.   2R-RQ-R,x-LZ,    y-e,    z-      Ri_^     ,

which maps fi onto fi.

For any function ü : fi —► R3 we define u : fi —► R3 as follows:

7T 2 2
(3.8) u1(x) = 7ûz(x),    u2(x) = --=r«s(x),    u3(x) =-=-«*(*).

L Ki — Ko til — Kq

Letting

/ Rq + Ri
a =-

Ri — Ro
(3.9) Vx G fi,    a(x) = z - a,

dui       _1du2       _ld{au3)
iDu=^~+a    ~7r+a        a-'
V dx dy dz
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we have

(3.10) divü(x) = Du(x).

The following lemma will be useful in the sequel.

LEMMA 3.1. Let b be a strictly positive function in C°°(A). Let IIn be an

operator auch that for any real numbers v and a with 0 < u < o there exists a

positive constant C independent of TV such that

(3.11) Vu€H£(A),     ||u-nNu|kP<CW"-lu|kiP.

Setting

(3.12) Vu€H£(A),    (UN)bu = b-1UN(bu),

for any real numbers v and a with 0 < v < a there exists a positive constant C

independent of TV such that

(3.13) VueH£(A),    \\u-{nN)bu\\v,p<C?Nv-°\\u\\a,p.

Proof. If v is an integer, it is clear that the mapping u —► ||&u|kP is a norm on

Hp(A) which is equivalent to the norm || • ||„iP. If v is a real number, we know that

there exist four positive constants Ci,C2,C"3 and Ca such that

/Vu € Hjr'(A),    CiIIHIk, £ IIHIm.p < Gi||HIm,p,
VVu G Hjr+11(A),    C73||6u|k+1],p < ||MI[,+i],p < C?4||Mk+i],p-

Hence, by using an interpolation argument, we deduce that the mapping u —»

||6u|kp is a norm on Hp(A) which is equivalent to the norm || - |kP. In the same

way we prove that for any real number v the mapping u —» ||6-1u|kp is a norm on

Hp(A) which is equivalent to the norm || • ||„iP. Thus f-3.13) is a direct consequence

of (3.12).    D

Let r be a real number with r > 1. For any divergence-free function ü of the

space (H!^ -(fi))3 n (H^ ^0(fi))3, let pfjc^ be the orthogonal projection of ü

for the (H^t ¿(fi))3-inner product on the subspace of divergence-free functions of

(Vk,n)3-

We have the following approximation result:

THEOREM 3.4. Let r be a real number with r > 1 and r £ N + fj0- For any real

number o such that a > r, there exists a positive constant C independent of both K

and TV auch that

Vu G (H^ip(fi))3 n (H^,p,0(fi))3, div Ü = 0,

( •    ' ||tt - e&>Ur.<M < C(Kr~" + TV—)||ü|k#,p.

Proof. Let ü be a divergence-free function which belongs to (H^ ¿-(fi))3 n

(H^0(fi))3. We use the change of variables (3.7) and the function u defined

by (3.8). Since the change of variables is a C°°-diffeomorphism fi —► fi, the func-

tion u belongs to the space (H^ p(fi))3 n (H^ p 0(fi))3. Moreover, by (3.10), u is

such that Du = 0.
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Denote by p^K Nu the orthogonal projection of u, for the (H^ (fi))3-inner

product, on the subspace of the functions v of (Vk,n)3 such that D\ = 0. Hence,

in order to prove (3.14), we are led to derive

(3.15) ||u - pr^iJVu||r,#,p < C(K*-° + TV-)||u|k#,P

for a positive constant C independent of K, TV and u.

We get the estimate (3.15) following the technique of the proof of Theorem 3.2:

we begin by proving it for any real number a such that a > r + [r] + 3; here we

replace the operator pz+2 N by an operator £K*+2 jv which takes into account the

new structure of the divergence operator.

(1) For any real number q such that q > 1 and q £ N + ao, we now define the

operator 9tf #■

For any function v in (Hi p(fi))3, first introduce the functions:

V>i(x) = - /    i>2(x,y,í)dí   and   ip2(x.) = /   (t - a)vi(x,y, t)dt.

Recalling (3.9) and (3.12), we then set

/(^i7Vv)1=a-1^[(H^_1)a-2(^2)],

(^,ivV)2 = -^P9V-l)a-(V'l)],

V(srçfjVv)8 = (n;iN_1)a-.(t*).

(la) It is easy to see that the function 3t|iArv is polynomial in z of degree < TV.

(lb) Using Lemma 3.1 and the technique of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we prove

the following result: if g is a real number such that q > 1 and q ^ N + o~0, then

for any integer v such that 0 < v < q - 1 and for any real number s such that

a > q + v, there exists a positive constant C independent of TV such that

Vv e (H^p(fi))3,    ||v - W^vlk^p < CTV"-lv|k#,p.

Moreover, the preceding estimate is still valid if q, v and s are real numbers such

that q > 2, q (£ N + aQ, 0 < v, \v\ < q - 2 and a > q + 1 + [v\.

(lc) Let now q be a real number such that q > 2, and v be an element of the

space (H^fi))3 n (H^ p0(fi))3. We prove that WqNv belongs to (H^p0(fi))3.

In view of the preceding estimate, we know that ^g^v belongs to (HL (fi))3;

hence it is sufficient to prove that ^g,Ny 1S sucn that

2
{WqtNv)(x,y,±l)=0   a.e. (x,y)m&

We first compute Ç!3r\z Nv)2(x.):

(fz, 'v2(x,y,t)dt\

J"X   a{x)2 1

i Md I,™      Jfliy2(x,y,t)dt\\
+ a(x)2-    (H^-i)    -^- a.e.xm02.

Moreover, according to Corollary 2.1, for any function v in (H2^ p(fi))3 we have

Q3 Q3V
Vi€{0,l},     j-(niN_lv)(x,y,±l) = j-(x,y,±l)    a.e. (x,y) in 02.
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Thus we deduce

(\z, \2(x,y,t)dt\

1   fl(x)2 1

,   Mjfl  (fliV2(x,y,t)dt\
+ a^Yz{-aW2-J

a.e. (x,y) in 02,

that is,

i^q.Nvhix,y, ±1) = v2(x, y, ±1) = 0    a.e. (x, y) in 02.

In the same way we finally prove that (WztNv) belongs to (H^   0(fi))3.

(Id) We now prove that for any function v such that Dx = 0,9\z Nv is such that

Dmz)Nv = o.

Since the operators (Tlz<N_2)a-i and (n*tN_2)a-2 commute with differentiation

with respect to x and y, we have

--'¿((n^).-.(^-f)+«(n„V2).-.v3).

Since the function v is such that Dv = 0, we have

_   -i (d£i_ _ d<p2

\ dy       dx

hence, using (3.12), we conclude that DWq^v = 0.

(2) Using the operator 9^+2,jv Just defined, and proceeding as in the proof of

Theorem 3.2, we obtain (3.15). This completes the proof of the theorem.    □

The analog of Theorem 2.5 reads as follows:

THEOREM 3.5. There exists an operator ñK,N (H^(fi))3 n (i7¿0(fi))3 -»

(Vk,n)3 auch that for any real numbers v and a with 0 <v <1 and a > 3 there

exists a positive constant C independent of both K and TV such that

Vüe(H£(fi))3n(H^0(fi))3,

\\ü-ñK,NU\\^#<C(K^ + N^)\\ü\U#

and

VÜ€(H£(fi))3n(H^,o(fi))3,

||divü - divn,f,jvü|k# < C(/r+1-<T + iV+^'Jlldivüll^-i^.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we are led to prove that there exists

an operator Hk,n'- (H#(fi))3 n (H^ 0(fi))3 —► (Vk,n)3 such that for any real

numbers v and a with 0 < v < 1 and a > 2 there exists a positive constant C

independent of both K and TV such that

VuG(H^(fi))3n(H^0(fi))3,

II" - n*,jvu|k# < C(K»-° + TV^-)||u|k#
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and

(3.19)
Vue(H£(fi))3n(H^0(fi))3,

||Du - DUKtNu\\v,# < C(K
u+l-a + N v+l-rr )||divu|U_ 1,#.

Recalling the definitions (2.6), (3.1), (3.9) and (3.10), we introduce two operators

Tn and fl^iv as follows:

0
Vi¿eH^(fi),Vx€fi,     (TNu)(x) = —

dz
(n2,N-2)a- u(x,y,t)dt

( (nK,JvU)i = QXKQK(TN)aUl,

Vu G (H2#(fi))3, (n*iA,u)2 = QxKQ\TNu2,

\(nKtNu)3 = QxKQyK(niN)a-iu3.

(1) Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we prove that for any element u of

the space (H^(fi))3 n (H^ 0(fi))3,n/f,Aru belongs to (VK,N)3.

(2) Let now v and a be two real numbers such that 0 <v <l,a >2, and let u

be an element of (H#(fi))3 n (H^ 0(fi))3. In order to prove the estimates (3.18)

and (3.19), we follow the proof of Theorem 2.5. Since we have

DTlK,Nu = QKQyK(TN)aDu,

it is sufficient to prove that for any function u in H^Ufi) we have

II« - ÏAr«lk# < CiV-1u|k#,        ||« - (Tjvu)0|k# < CNv-°\\u\\a#

and

II« - (n5iJV).-.tt||„1# < c7tv^-ct||u|u,#,

where C is a positive constant independent of both TV and u.

We follow the proof of Theorem 2.2: In view of Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 it

is sufficient to prove that for any real numbers A and p with 0 < A < 1 < p there

exists a positive constant C such that

VpeH^A), <p (nz2tN)a-2n^(t)d?j <CNx-»\ P\

This estimate follows from Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 3.1. Thus, (3.18) and (3.19)

are proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5.    D

4. An Application. For some applications of our results we refer the reader

to F. Pasquarelli, A. Quarteroni and G. Sacchi Landriani [23]. In this section we

consider the Legendre spectral approximation of the Stokes system between two

cylinders. This approximation scheme has been introduced and implemented by N.

Mac Giolla Mhuiris (see [16] and the references therein for other methods of this

type). Using the notations of Section 3, the variational formulation of the Stokes

problem between two cylinders is as follows: given a function f in (L2(fi))3, find ü

in the space ((H^(iï))3 n (H^ 0(fi))3 such that

/Vv 6 (L2(fi))3;divv = 0,-lñvAüRdRd6dZ = fñíxRdRd6dZ,

^ ' '       \ div ü = 0 in fi.
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Here, the operators div and A are defined by

1 d(RvR)     }_dve_     dvz_

.    1VV~ R    dR        R dd      dZ"
VV = (vR,Ve,VZ), 1     rW     r)v\ 1    r)2v        d2V

~ RdR \   dR) + Ä2 W + dz2'

We consider the following spectral approximation of problem (4.1): find uk,n

in (Vk,n)3 such that

/Vvk.tv G CVK,N)3;div\K,N = 0,

(4.2) - /ñ \k,nAvlk,nR dR dô dZ = fa f\K,NRdR dd dZ,

\<Xiv\Ík,n =0   in fi.

We have the following convergence result for the solution of problem (4.2).

THEOREM 4.1. Let a > 1 be a real number. If the solution ü of problem (4.1)

belongs to (i/#(fi))3, there exists a positive constant C independent ofü,K and TV

such that

(4-3) ||ü - ük,n\\i,# < C(Kl~a + TV^HÜlk^

Proof. Let p^K Nu De the orthogonal projection of ü for the inner product of

(H^(fi))3 on the subspace of divergence-free functions of (Vk,n)3- Using (4.1)

and (4.2), we deduce

U 4)  (^k,n G (^,n)3;divyK,N = 0,Jn*K,NA(UK,N - pî%<Nù)RdRd9dZ

1 ' '  \ = ¡ñ VK,iV A(ü - pi%Nü)RdR dB dZ.

Choosing vk,n = vík,n ~ Pi1vk nu m (4-4) and using the following rule of integra-

tion by parts:

- / vAwRdRdedZ = / gradv • grad ÜR dR de dZ,
Jñ Jñ

we obtain

/ |grad(ux,N - pfK Nu)\2RdRdBdZ
Jñ

= f grad(ÜK,7v - pfyK Nñ) ■ gvaÁ(pfK Nñ)RdRdedZ.
Jñ

By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the preceding formula yields

f |grad(üjc N - pfKNu)\2RdRdödZ < I. |grad(ü- pfK Nu)\2RdRd6dZ;
Jñ Jñ

hence there exists a positive constant c independent of ü, K and TV such that

||Üjf,jv - Ä,tvÜ||i,# < c||ü - pÍ"k,nu\\i,#-

Using the triangular inequality, we deduce

||u - uk,n\\i,# < (1 + c)||ü - pf%,Nñ\\i,#,

and by using Theorem 3.4, we obtain (4.3).    D
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Appendix. The proof of the estimate (3.3) requires an interpolation result that

we state in this appendix. To simplify the notations, for any real number s with

s > 1 we set

Hos#ip(fi) = H8#ip(fi)nHjt)pi0(fi)

and

H°£v(n) = {u G (H°*#ip(fi))3;divu = 0}.

We want to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM A. 1. For any real numbers a, r and 9 with 1 < r < a and 0 < 0 < 1,

we have

(A.l) [H0Sdiv(n),Hor^(iî)]9 = H°£/)CT+er'div(fi).

For the notations of interpolated spaces we refer to Lions and Magenes [15]. This

theorem is valid when p is either the Legendre weight or the Chebyshev weight. We

give its proof for the Chebyshev case.

We first recall an interpolation result for the spaces H0!   (fi).

THEOREM A. 2.   For any real numbers a, r and 6 with 1 < r < a and 0 < 9 < 1,

we have

(A.2) [(H°£ip(fi))3, (H-#,p(fi))3], = (H^^fi))3.

This result has been proved by Y. Maday [18, Theorem 11.5] for the spaces

(H°£(A3))3; the same proof gives (A.2) for the periodic/nonperiodic spaces

(H°£,p(fi))3.

We first prove several lemmas. We find it convenient to introduce the following

notations: for any real number A with A,¿0, set

fa\(z) = sh(Az),

ßx(z) = ch(\z),
( ch(A) sh(A)     \

\ gx = -A   ü—T^ax + ,,    ,.2px   .
V VlkAllo ll&llo      /

LEMMA A.l.   For any real number A with A^O, the following estimates hold:

(A.4) ||aA||o,p<||/?A||o,p<C72A-1/V,

(A.5) Ci\-l'2ex < Hajo < H&Ho < C72A-1/V,

and

(A.6) ||"a||o,p-i < ll&llo.p-' < C72A-3/4eA,

where Ci and C2 are positive constants independent of X.

Proof. Setting Ij = /0     cos2-3 (9) d9, we recall that

Ij-Ij+1=Ij/(2j + 2)    and    I,-~ {it/(4j)}^2;

hence there exists a positive constant A such that

(A 7) V,6N      (0<l3<A(2j + l)-^,
(A.l) Vjsn,    {0<I._I.+l<A,2j + 2)-i/2i2j + 1)-ii

It is clear that

IIöaIIo.p < IIAJkp, llaA||o,p-' < II/^aIIo.p-1,

(A.3)
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and a direct calculation gives (A.5). To obtain (A.4) and (A.6), we note that

mAÍlo.pi1 /  2[ch(Xz)}2[p(z)}±1 dz = f [1 + ch(2Xz)][p(z)}±1 dz
Jo Jo

and
\2¿     /•!

JÍ  ch(2Xz)[p(z)}±Uz = Y{^-lo z2>[p(z)]±Uz.
3=0

Using (A.7), we get

and

f z2jp(z) dz = Ij < A(2j + 1)-1/2
Jo

! z23[p(z))-1 dz = Ij - /,-+, < A(2j + 2)~1'2(2j + I)"1;
Jo

hence we deduce

(2A)2^
-1 oo

/   ch(2Xz)p(z)dz<AY
Jo „•_„:0(2j)!(2j + 1)V2

11/2    / ^  1/2

ff Ä.
^j=o   ^ •"   J        \j=0

< yl[ch(2A)sh(2A)/A]1/2.

This proves (A.4). We also have

/ ch(2Xz)[p(z)}-1 dz < AY-^1——
Jo      {      ,iyU -    f^(2j + l)\(2j + 2)V2

(N   1/2    , x  1/2

y   (2A)2^    \       ( f.   (2A)2'
éSW + U'J       t-°(2j+2)!.

< >i[sh(2A)ch(2A)/(8A3)]1/2,

which gives (A.6).    D

LEMMA A.2.   For any real number X with A > 1, and for e = ±1, the solution

Çx,e of die problem

i<x,e)" - ^2fA,e = g\    in A,

Sx,s(l) = (l + e)/2,       çx,e(-l) = (l-e)/2,

satisfies

(A.8) fA,e(-l) = ?U1)=°

and

(A.9) V¿GN,     \\cx,e\\jtP < CjX-V*,

where Cj are positive constants independent of X.

Proof. We prove the lemma for e = 1; the case e = — 1 is analogous. We first

remark that if <p is such that <p" — X2<p = 0 we have

W\,i<p - ?a,iv')' = g\<p,
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and then

fÁ,i(iMi)-fÁ,i(-iM-i) = *''(i) + /_ gxit)<pit)dt.

Applying this relation with <p = ax and p = ßx, we obtain

?A,l(l) + fA,l(-l) = d,l(l)-?A,l(-l) = 0,

and this gives (A.8). Then c'x ! is the solution of the problem

(?a,i)"-A2Ca,i=3a,

,?a,i(i) = ?Á,i(-i) = 0;
hence we obtain the classical estimates

(A.10) lkUo,p<CA-2||OA||o,p,        lk;',£llo,p<C7A-1||0l||0,i

On the other hand,

5a||o,p < A^ch(A)
{um\Hqa||o,p   .   , />-, H/?a||o,p 1

ch(A) iu iià + sh(A) ii a ||2  f
IIqa|Io IIpaIIo j

and
M   / M        ^  \2  Í  uiw \\ßx\\o,p   ,     w\\ llaA||o,p 1
lkllo,p<A   |ch(A)li^+8h(A)1^).

Using (A.4) and (A.5), we deduce ||í>a||o,p < CA7/4 and ||ffA||0,p < C7A11/4; hence

from (A. 10) we get

(A.ll) lkUo,p<CA3/4,        lkA',Jo,p < CA7/4.

Using now the inequality

||ÇA,£||o,p<A-2{||ffA||o,p + lkA',£llo,p}.

we obtain

(A.12) IkA^o.p^CA-1/4.

By virtue of (A.ll) and (A.12) we have (A.9) for j G {0,1,2}. By using the equality

çA' = A2Ça + gx we finally obtain (A.9) for j > 3 by induction.    D

LEMMA A. 3.   For any real number X with A/0 and any function f in L2(A),

the solution <p of the problem

(p"-X2p = f    in A,

\p(l) = p(-l)=0,

satisfies

(A.13) b'(-l)| +|^(1)| <CA-3/4||/||o,p,

where C is a positive constant independent of X,p and f.

Proof. Setting
_ sh(A{z + l})

X[ ' ~      sh(2A)      '

we have the relation (p'x — VX')' = fx\ hence

*>'(!) = /_  fiz)xiz)dz.
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This gives the estimate

(A.14) 1^(1)1 <ll/HoJxllo,p-i.
On the other hand,

= ch(A)QA + sh(A)/?A

X sh(2A)

and from (A.6) and (A.14) we get

b'(l)|<CA-3/4||/||o,p.

In the same way we obtain \<p'(—1)| < CA-3/4||/||o,p.    □

We are now in a position to state the following theorem.

THEOREM A.3. Let r be a nonnegative real number. For any function p in

H# (fi) with /np(x)dx = 0, there exists a function u in (H^fp(fi))3n(H^ p0(fi))3

such that

(A.15) divu = p

and

(A.16) N|r+l,#,p < <?r||p||r,#,p,

where CT is a positive constant independent of p.

Proof. We prove (A.16) when r is an integer. The general case will follow by

using an interpolation argument.

We look for u in the form u = grad p + w, where <p is the solution of the problem

(Ap = p   in fi,

peH^iPi0(n).

To this end we write p and p in the form

p(x)= Y Pk(z)el{klX+k2y),    with   Í   po(z)dz = 0,

kez2 J~x

p(x)= Y <Pkiz)ei{klX+k2y]'■

kez2

For any k in Z2, p^ is the solution of the problem

'(iPk)"- |k|2^k =Pk,

^k(-i) = <PkO) = o.

Since Jj po(z) dz = 0, we have f_l(po)"(z) dz = 0, hence

(A.17) p'0(-l) = p'0(l).

Moreover,

(A.18) |4,(-1)| + |^(1)| < c7|bo||2,p < C||po||o,p.

Using (A.13), we also get

(A.19) VkGZ2,k^0,    |^(-l)l + bk(l)l<C|k|2-3/4||Pk||o,p.

We now set

v = grad£>= (vi,v2,v3).
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It is easy to show that (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 11.3])

||v||r+l,#,p < C||p||r,#.p,

div v = p,

.(vi,v2)G(H^pfl(n))2.

Moreover,

(A.20) t*(x)= Y^izy{kix+k2y)-

kez2

We now define the divergence-free function w as follows:

w(x) = Y wk(z)é^kiX+k2y\

kez2

where the functions w\¡, are defined as follows:

(1)

í      °wo(z) = 0

Wo(l).
(2) For any k in Z2 with k / 0, we set

(A.21) Vk = *9k(l)í|k|a,i + ^'k(-%|k|2,-i

(where Cai£ is defined in Lemma A.2) and

(-ikiijj'k(z)

-ik2tp'k(z)

-MÍMz).
Using (A.17) and Lemma A.2, we have

v + wG(H^pi0(fi))3.

Finally, using (A.7), we deduce

Hir2+li#,p<b0(i)i2+ y {ikiir+2nv'kii§,#,p+ikirii^iiï,#,p

(A.22) k*>

+ HV'k||^i,#,p + |k|2-2||Vk||2+2,#,p}.

Using (A.9), (A.19) and (A.21), we obtain the estimates

VjelM,    ll^klU.p^Clkir'llPkllo,*,^
which, using (A.18) and (A.22), give the estimate

l|w||r+l,#,p < C||p||r,#,p.

Theorem A.3 is then proved with u = v + w.    D

Proof of Theorem A.l. Theorem A.l follows from Theorems A.2 and A.3, using

[15, Vol. 1, Theorem 14.3].    D
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